
3 . 4 . 5 . 6 . 7 August 2017 
Historic town centre of Gemona 

del Friuli - Italy 



Thursday 3rd August 

Hours 19.00: Opening taverns  

Hours 20.45 Historical parade, will depart from 

Piazza Cavour to the Town hall, where the villages 

will introduce own dames and it will be announced 

the order of departure of the Palio of the Niederlech. 

The parade will restart to reach the Church square 

of the Cathedral where the herald will proclaim the 

edict it will. Then the fire of the bell tower that will 

start the celebrations 

From 21.45 In all the taverns and squares shows of 

music, dance, jugglery, fire and so much other 

Hours 21.45 Cena Propiziatoria. in Via Bini the 

villages, accompanied by their Dama, they will 

make a great banquet of good auspice for the race 

of the Palio which will be played the next night on 

the Piazza del Ferro. 



Friday 4th AUGUST 

Hours 19.00 Opening taverns and medioeval market in the 
historical center 

Hours 21.15 Historical parade, will start from Piazza Garibaldi 
crossing her ancient streets of the center 

Hours 21.30 Official inauguration on the Church square of the 
Cathedral with the reading of the edict from the herald and the fire of 
the bell tower 

Hours 21.30 Palio of the Niederlech in Piazza del Ferro. Great duel 
between the towns of Gemona in competition inspired by the 
medieval tax Niderlech. All goods transiting through Gemona had to 
pay imposed a tax, which was paid to the Patriarch. The community 
drew benefits from the fact that the goods and then the merchants 
had to stay on site. The competitions will engage the teams in the 
exciting challenges of strength and skill to win not only the victory, 
but the right to participate in the game of living checkers for the 
proclamation of the Dama Castellana. 
Palio realized by the mosaicist Paola Gortan. 

Hours 21.45 On the Church square of the Cathedral show of fire “Il 
messer della brace” 

From 21.45 In all the taverns and squares shows of music, dance, 
jugglery, fire and so much other 



Saturday 5th AUGUST 

Hours 19.00 Opening taverns and medioeval market in the 
historical center 

Hours 21.15 Historical parade, will depart from Garibaldi Plaza the 
parade with numerous historical groups of the region that will cross 
the ancient streets of the center up to reach the Church square of 
the Cathedral 

Hours 21.30 Official inauguration on the Church square of the 
Cathedral with the reading of the edict from the herald and the fire of 
the bell tower 

Hours 21.45 On the Church square of the Cathedral show of edited 
by weapons the Company "Vis Ferri" and to follow show of fire " Il 
messer della brace " 

From 21.45 In all the taverns and squares shows of music, dance, 
jugglery, fire and so much other 

Hours 24.00 In Piazzetta Portuzza conclusion of the evening with all 
the musicis 



Sunday 6th august 
From 10.00 to 16.00 2nd Show mycological "Expositio fungorum" 
edited by the Gruppo Micologico Gemonese, under the Lodge of the 
Town hall 

From 16.00 In the Vicolo de'Brugnis exposure of edited by birds of 
prey 
"Stirpe Rapace" Meolo (VE) 

From 16.00 Laboratory of mosaic for children near the inside 
Courtyard of Building Elti. Free share 

Hours 17.00 Preview of the rievocation with historical parade that
will depart from Garibaldi Plaza to come on the Church square of the 
Cathedral. 
Musician, dancers, skilled flag-waver, demonstration of fencing 
medioeval, jugglers and acrobats will entertain you with a magnificent
afternoon show 

Hours 17.00 Opening taverns 

Hours 21.15 Historical parade, will depart from Garibaldi Plaza the 
parade with numerous historical groups of the region that will cross 
the ancient streets of the center up to reach the Church square of 
the Cathedral 

Hours 21.30 Official inauguration on the Church square of the 
Cathedral with the reading of the edict from the herald and the fire of 
the bell tower 

Hours 21.45 On the Church square of the Cathedral show of fire “Il 
messer della brace” 

From 21.45 In all the taverns and squares shows of music, dance, 
jugglery, fire and so much other 



Hours 19.00 Opening taverns and medioeval market in the 
historical center 

Hours 21.15 Historical procession, will depart from Garibaldi Plaza 
the parade 
with the villages of Gemona and the artists coming from 
the whole region that will cross the ancient streets of the center
up to reach the Church square of the Cathedral 

Hours 21.45 Challenge to Living Dame: on the plaza of the 
Cathedral, the two first teams classified in the challenge among the 
suburbs will actually be contended the victory to the last movement 
in a game to living dame. 
The winning village accompanies the Dama Castellana 2017 to the 
feet of the bell tower where it will be delivered her the keys of the 
city that keep up to the next year. After the proclamation it will follow 
the fire of the bell tower. 

MONDAY 7th AUGUST



Gemona del Friuli
Historical centre


